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Task 1: Signs And Symbols Identification
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Task 2: Letter Naming

D k

f s

b C

o N

t a
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Task 3: Word Reading

hot mine

dark that

rich may

sleep mad

boot fade
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Task 4: Sentence Reading

Hello Tom.

Ann plays ball.

Bob rides his bike.

He is in the tree.

Mom is in the room.
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Task 5: Passage Reading

Spot at the Park

I took my dog for a walk. His name

is Spot.  We went to the park.

I threw his ball. Spot ran in the grass

and got the ball. We had a lot of fun at

the park.
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Task 6: Passage Comprehension

Jim’s Coins

Jim liked to collect shells. He went to

the beach on Saturday. He walked up and

down the beach to look for more shells.

When he got to the north end of the

beach, he saw a group of trees and a trail.

He walked along the trail until he came to

a large rock. Some coins were sitting on

top of the rock. Jim took the coins and

walked home to see his mother. He felt

bad that night for taking coins that weren't

his. Jim didn't sleep much that night.
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Task 6: Comprehension Questions

Who is the main character?

Where did the story take place?

What was Jim doing?
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How did he create a problem?

How did he feel about this problem?

What should Jim do to not have this problem?

                         


